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It is critical and challenging to start direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) from various
environmental states to an ideal operating state by a sensor-less method. This paper
presents a novel methanol sensor-less startup control (SLSC) algorithm based on the
unimodal relationship of current vs. methanol concentration at a constant cell voltage
during DMFC startup. A series of experiments indicate that the SLSC algorithm is capable
of starting a DMFC under various initial concentrations and initial temperatures and can be
easily adjusted to reduce the startup time or improve the energy efficiency. The wide
applicability and easy adjustment characteristics give the SLSC algorithm a potential
prospect in the DMFC system.
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INTRODUCTION

The direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is a promising portable power supply with advantages of high
fuel energy density, quick refueling, and safe fuel storage (Alias, et al., 2020). For portable
applications, energy density and power density are two key characteristics. Generally, a DMFC
is operated in a proper methanol concentration range (0.3 mol L−1 ~ 0.9 mol L−1) and temperature
range (60–90°C) to achieve a satisfactory power density. Operating at low methanol concentration
reduces output power due to methanol mass transfer limitation, while high methanol concentration
causes higher mixed potential due to methanol crossover (Zenith and Krewer, 2011). Meanwhile, a
DMFC needs to be heated to the specified operating temperature when starting up. A quick method
to heat up is operating the DMFC at a higher methanol concentration in the early stage of the startup,
and then the methanol concentration is adjusted to the proper range at the end of the startup. The
adjustment process of methanol concentration is complicated in practical applications because each
startup may suffer a different initial temperature and concentration. Therefore, the control of
methanol concentration during startup needs elaborate attention.

Themethanol concentration can be controlled by a sensor-based scheme or a sensor-less scheme. The
sensor-based scheme controls methanol concentration by concentration sensor feedback. Researchers
have developed a variety of methanol concentration sensors (Akbari Elnaz et al., 2016). These sensors
work based on physical characteristics (Kondoh and Nozawa, 2014; Sung, et al., 2010; Jon, 1998) or
electrochemical characteristics (Yang, et al., 2010; Yan, et al., 2013; Sun, et al., 2006). Physics-based
sensors are complex and expensive, and electrochemical-based sensors are unstable (Akbari, et al., 2016).
These shortcomings make sensor-based schemes difficult to be widely applied in commercial DMFCs.
The sensor-less scheme controls themethanol concentration by the stack operation parameters’ feedback.
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So far, most sensor-less schemes were developed for steady
operation. One kind of scheme involves directly estimating the
methanol concentration with a neural network (Aras, 2015),
interpolation formula (Shen, et al., 2010), or mechanism model
(Zenith and Krewer, 2010; Zenith, et al., 2015). The other kind of
scheme involves indirectly controlling the methanol concentration
based on the trend of the operating parameters (Chang et al., 2007;
Ha, et al., 2008). Aras and Bayramoglu (2015) built up an
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model of DMFC
to predict and control methanol concentration by methanol flow
rate, temperature, voltage, and current. Chiu and Lien (2006)
predicted the methanol concentration using an interpolation
relation between methanol concentrations and
current–voltage–temperature (I–V–T) surfaces. Chang et al.
(2008) and Chang et al. (2010) proposed an impulse response
discrete time fuel injection (IR-DTIF) scheme to control the
methanol concentration based on the power change trend, rather
than the estimation value of the methanol concentration.
Nevertheless, these sensor-less schemes only work well in steady-
state operation due to the complexity of the non-linear relationship
between the stack operation parameters and the methanol
concentration.

A few sensor-less schemes are developed for startup operation,
where operating parameter changes are too drastic to control the
methanol concentration. The startup algorithm of the DMFC system
needs to meet four goals together: 1) heat the DMFC to a proper
temperature, 2) adjust the methanol concentration to an appropriate
range, 3) discharge at the normal working power, and 4) start up the
DMFC in a shorter time. An et al. (2014) developed a startup scheme
by stepwise increasing the current based on the undershoot behavior
of voltage. Their algorithm increases the power quickly during startup
at a proper initial concentration, but it may take a longer time when
starting under a lower initial concentration (Opu et al., 2016). The
DMFC is started at a high concentration to heat the stack quickly.
Their scheme adjusts the fuel feed rate by the temperature feedback.
This may cause concentration oscillations because the temperature
responds slowly as the concentration changes. In a word, despite the
good performance of the existing startup schemes in some respects,
some shortcomings still exist, such as the dependence on the initial
concentration and the hysteresis of adjustment.

This work presents a new sensor-less startup control (SLSC)
algorithm for the DMFC, which is constructed based on the
unimodal relationship between the current and the methanol
concentration at a constant cell voltage. The algorithm uses a fast
response parameter (current) as a feedback signal to adjust the
methanol concentration. The methanol concentration is adjusted
into a specific range that matches the preset current, regardless of
the initial concentration. The practicality of the SLSC algorithm is
validated by a series of experiments under various initial
temperatures and various initial concentrations. Finally, the
SLSC algorithm is optimized for different purposes.

EXPERIMENTAL

As shown in Figure 1, the DMFC test system contains an air
compressor, two liquid pumps (circulation pump and fuel pump),

two tanks (methanol fuel tank and methanol solution tank), a
mixer, a DMFC stack, a temperature sensor, and a condenser.

The circulation pump feeds the methanol solution to the
anode of the DMFC stack, and the anode exhaust mixture
goes back to the methanol solution tank. The fuel pump feeds
the methanol to the mixer to adjust the concentration of the
methanol solution. The air compressor feeds the air to the
cathode of the stack, and the cathode exhaust mixture goes
through a condenser. Then, the condensed water goes back to
the methanol solution tank. The temperature at the anode outlet
is monitored and used as the stack temperature. The homemade
DMFC stack contains 26 cells, and the preset normal working
power is 30W. Each MEA has an active area of 25 cm2.

The red dashed lines in Figure 1 represent the signal flow of
the DMFC system. The controller (PC) collects current,
voltage, and temperature data from the electronic load
(IT8513C, ITECH Electronics Co.) and temperature sensor
(DS18B20, Texas Instruments). Then, the controller (PC)
controls the fuel pump (W0109-1B, Longer Precision Pump
Co.) to adjust the fuel feed rate according to the startup control
algorithm. The DMFC stack discharges in a constant voltage
(CV) mode.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Configuration of the Sensor-Less Startup
Control Algorithm
Principle of the Sensor-Less Startup Control Algorithm
The SLSC algorithm is constructed based on the unimodal
relationship of current vs. methanol concentration at a
constant cell voltage, as shown in Figure 2. At lower
methanol concentrations, the stack has poor performance

FIGURE 1 | Configuration of the DMFC test system.
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due to methanol mass transfer loss, and the current increases
with the increment of methanol concentration. When the
methanol concentration is excessive (higher than a certain
one), the cathodic polarization loss becomes larger due to the
intense crossover methanol, and the current decreases with the
increment of methanol concentration. This unimodal
relationship brings on a peak current (Imax). Normally, we
can define a “normal range” around Imax to operate the
DMFC for a good performance. However, during startup, it
is better to define a “startup range” to operate the DMFC for a
higher temperature rising rate. Although higher methanol
concentration operation can rapidly raise the temperature, it
may also cause local overheating and irreversible damage to the
stack. The maximum concentration to ensure the safe operation
is determined by many factors, e.g., the stack structure and the
MEA type (Ru, et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2017). Here, the
acceptable maximum concentration is 2 mol L−1 for our
homemade stack.

Based on the normal range and startup range, the SLSC
algorithm divides the startup process into two stages: heat-up
stage and transition stage. In the heat-up stage, the SLSC
algorithm operates the DMFC in the startup range. Then in
the transition stage, the SLSC algorithm reduces the
concentration to the normal range. The methanol
concentration is adjusted by current feedback because the
current responds quickly when the concentration changes.
Therefore, in the heat-up stage, in order to operate the
DMFC in the startup range, the SLSC algorithm adjusts the
fuel feed rate to achieve the following two goals: 1) the current is
below the peak current and 2) the current is negatively related to
the methanol concentration. ΔIset is defined as the difference
between the peak current (Imax) and the current at the reference
control point for startup. It is a critical control parameter of
SLSC algorithm, and we will discuss it in detail in Section 3.3.1.

According to Figure 2, increasing ΔIset can increase the
operation concentration during startup. Since the acceptable
maximum concentration is 2 mol L−1, ΔIset should be set below
0.75°A.

In addition, due to the wide temperature span in the startup
process, a temperature-compensated equation is needed to
reduce the effect of temperature on the feedback current. The
temperature-compensated equation is constructed by pre-
experiment and discussed in Supplementary Material 1.

Program of the Sensor-Less Startup Control Algorithm
The startup control program is created according to the operation
strategy mentioned above, as shown in Figure 3. Parameters in
the program are listed in Appendix Table A1. When a DMFC
starts, it switches on the air compressor and circulation pump,
discharges at a constant voltage (Vset), and goes to the heat-up
stage. Vset is defined as the initial discharge voltage. It is also a
critical control parameter of SLSC algorithm, and we will discuss
it in detail in Section 3.3.2.

In the heat-up stage, the SLSC algorithm firstly finds the
peak current (Imax) and then adjusts the concentration to the
startup range. At first, the algorithm empirically sets Imax in the
database. Next, it gradually increases the fuel feed rate and
continuously monitors the current and temperature. If the
current grows up, Imax is updated in the database by it. If the
current drops down, the latest Imax in the database is obtained.
Then, the SLSC algorithm adopts a positive feedback equation
to control the fuel feed rate and adjust the methanol
concentration to the startup range, as expressed in
Equation 1. Parameters of Equation 1 are listed in
Appendix Table A1. At the same time, the SLSC algorithm
sets a maximum fuel feed rate (Nm_max) in order to prevent the
local concentration from being too high. The SLSC algorithm
keeps the DMFC running in the startup range until the DMFC
stack reaches a proper temperature (Tmid). Here, we
empirically set Tmid to 45°C. After that, the SLSC algorithm
turns to the transition stage:

Nm � min(k1p Ipncell

6pF
p
MMeOH

ρMeOH

pek2p(I+ΔIset−Imax) , Nm,max) (1)

In the transition stage, the SLSC algorithm needs to reduce
methanol concentration to the normal range. To this end, the
SLSC algorithm shuts down the fuel pump in order to interrupt
methanol feed and reduces the discharge voltage in order to
accelerate methanol consumption. At the same time, the SLSC
algorithm sets a minimum discharge voltage (Vmin: 0.4 V cell−1)
in order to safely operate the stack.

Verifying the Startup Algorithm Under
Various Initial Conditions
Starting at Various Initial Temperatures
The initial temperature (Tini) varies with the season and region of
application. Starting in summer may confront a higher initial
temperature. Starting in winter may confront a frozen stack,
which requires some extra work to bring the DMFC stack out

FIGURE 2 | Relationship of the current, temperature rising rate, vs.
methanol concentration of our test system. Stack state: 26 units of MEAs with
25 cm2 active area per unit. Discharge voltage: 0.4 V cell−1. Temperature:
60°C. Green area: concentration control range for normal operation. Red
area: concentration control range for startup operation.
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from the frozen state (Park, et al., 2010), and it is beyond the
scope of the SLSC algorithm. Here, we focus on starting at higher
temperatures and carrying out startup tests under the initial
temperatures of 23°C, 30°C, and 35°C.

Figure 4 shows the power, the temperature, the fuel feed rate,
and the temperature rising rate during DMFC startup at various
initial temperatures. As shown in Figure 4, the DMFC can be
stepwise started by the SLSC program. In the heat-up stage (solid
line), the fuel feed rate increases from zero to themaximum (Nm,max)
and lasts for tens of seconds at Nm,max and then decreases rapidly. It
leads to a gradual increase of methanol concentration. The
temperature rising rate increases continuously (Figure 4D)
because more and more methanol transports to the cathode and
reacts with oxygen. Then, in the transition stage (dotted line), the
fuel feed rate drops to zero (Figure 4C), resulting in a gradual
decrease of methanol concentration. The temperature rising rate
gradually decreases (Figure 4D), the temperature tends to be stable
(Figure 4B), and the power increases rapidly (Figure 4A). In
addition, when starting at a low initial temperature, the
algorithm can keep the DMFC running at a high temperature
rising rate for a longer time. For example, the algorithm keeps
the DMFC running above 3°C min−1 for 8.5 min with the initial

temperature of 23°C, while 5.6°min with 35°C. These results indicate
that the SLSC algorithm is effective at various initial temperatures.

On the contrary, according to Figure 4A, the power grows up
slowly in the heat-up stage and grows up faster in the transition
stage. In the heat-up stage, the SLSC algorithm operates the
DMFC at high methanol concentration, which is slightly similar
to Opu’s algorithm (Opu et al., 2016). The temperature increases
rapidly because of the intense reaction rate of crossover methanol
with oxygen. The rising temperature improves the power, but the
high methanol concentration limits the power by severe mixed
potential. Thus, the power increases slowly in the heat-up stage.
In the transition stage, the SLSC algorithm reduces methanol
concentration by interrupting methanol feed and rising discharge
current (by reducing voltage), which is slightly similar to An’s
algorithm (An et al., 2014). The temperature still rises and the
temperature rising rate drops as the concentration recovers to the
normal range. Both the rising temperature and the recovered
concentration can improve the power. Therefore, the output
power rises faster in the transition stage than the heat-up
stage. To some extent, the SLSC algorithm combines the
advantages of Opu’s algorithm and An’s algorithm and shows
stronger applicability.

FIGURE 3 | Flow chart of the SLSC program.
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FIGURE 4 | Profiles of the (A) power, (B) temperature, (C) fuel feed rate, and (D) temperature rising rate of the DMFC during startups at various initial temperatures.
Cini: 0.5 mol L−1.

FIGURE 5 | Profiles of the (A) power, (B) temperature, (C) fuel feed rate, and (D) temperature rising rate of the DMFC during startups at various initial
concentrations. Tini: 23°C.
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Starting at Various Initial Methanol Concentrations
The initial methanol concentration for DMFC startups is influenced
by many factors. After the DMFC shutdown, the methanol and
water in the methanol solution will gradually evaporate and deplete,
which causes an uncertain initial concentration for the next startup.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the SLSC algorithm at various
initial concentrations, we carry out startup tests under the initial
concentrations of 0.3 mol L−1, 0.5 mol L−1, and 0.7 mol L−1. The
results are shown in Figure 5.

The profiles of the temperatures, powers, and fuel feed rates in
Figures 5A-C are similar to those in Figurse 4A-C, indicating that
startup processes under different initial concentrations are similar to
those under different initial temperatures. In addition, when the initial
concentration increases from 0.3mol L−1 to 0.7mol L−1, the average
temperature rising rate increases from 3.8°Cmin−1 to 5.3°Cmin−1

(Figure 5D), and the feeding amount of methanol decreases from
0.25 to 0.23mol (Figure 5C). It can be seen that the temperature rises
rapidly under high initial concentration although less methanol is
injected. The rapid increase in temperature accelerates methanol
consumption, which means that more methanol in methanol
solution is consumed when starting at a high initial concentration.
These results indicate that the SLSC algorithm is also effective at
various initial concentrations below 0.7mol L−1.

Optimizing the Sensor-Less Startup Control
Algorithm for Different Purposes
Startup time and energy efficiency are two key factors that affect
the competitiveness of the SLSC algorithm. When using the SLSC
algorithm, a shorter startup time or a higher energy efficiency can
be achieved by adjusting two parameters: ΔIset and Vset. To this
end, we investigated the effect of ΔIset and Vset on startup time
and energy efficiency.

Effect of ΔIset on Startup Time and Energy Efficiency
As mentioned in Section 3.1, ΔIset affects the startup time and
energy efficiency by changing the operation concentration during
startup. It should be set below 0.75 A to prevent irreversible
damage from local overheating. Meanwhile, if ΔIset is too low, the
methanol concentration cannot increase to the startup range.
Therefore, a range of 0.3–0.7°A is chosen to investigate the effect
of ΔIset on startup time and energy efficiency. The results are
shown in Figure 6 and Table 1. The startup time is recorded

FIGURE 6 | Profiles of the (A) power, (B) temperature, (C) fuel feed rate, and (D) temperature rising rate of the DMFC during startups at various ΔIset. Cini: 0.3 mol
L−1; Tini: 23°C; Vset: 0.45 V cell−1.

TABLE 1 | Parameters of DMFC startup at various ΔIset. Cini: 0.3 mol L−1, Tini:
23°C, and Vset: 0.45 V cell−1.

ΔIset (A) 0.3 0.5 0.7

Startup time (min) 14.6 9.6 11.3
Average power (W) 16.5 15.9 15.7
Average temperature rising rate (°C min−1) 2.6 4.0 4.3
Average methanol consumption ratea (mol min−1) 0.014 0.020 0.021
Energy efficiencya (%) 10.4 7.0 6.5

aValues of these variables are estimated by the energy balance model based on
experimental data.
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when the output power reaches the normal working power of
30W. In addition, the average methanol consumption rate and
the energy efficiency are estimated by an energy balance model
(Supplementary Material 2) according to the experimental data.

The results show that the startup time reduces 34% as ΔIset
rises from 0.3 to 0.5°A, while increases 17% as ΔIset rises from
0.5 to 0.7°A. When ΔIset increases from 0.3 to 0.5°A, the
feeding amount of methanol increases by 28% (Figure 6C),
and the average temperature rising rate increases by 54%
(Figure 6D). The higher temperature rising rate has two
effects: 1) reducing the time cost of the heat-up stage from
7.3 to 5.1 min and 2) increasing the average methanol
consumption rate by 44%. It can be seen that the average
methanol consumption rate increases more significantly than
the feeding amount of methanol. Consequently, a shorter time

is needed to recover the methanol concentration, which
reduces the time cost of the transition stage from 7.3 to
4.5 min. When ΔIset increases from 0.5 to 0.7°A, the feeding
amount of methanol increases by 25% (Figure 6C), and the
average temperature rising rate increases by 9% (Figure 6D).
The higher temperature rising rate also has two effects: 1)
reducing the time cost of the heat-up stage from 5.1 to 4.8 min
and 2) increasing the average methanol consumption rate by
6%. In this case, the feeding amount of methanol increases
more significantly than the methanol consumption rate,
which increases the time cost of the transition stage from
4.5 to 6.5 min. These results indicate that ΔIset needs to be
carefully set to reduce the startup time.

The energy efficiency increases with the decrease of ΔIset.
When ΔIset decreases from 0.7 to 0.3°A, the feeding amount of
methanol decreases by 37% (Figure 6C). It results in a low
operation concentration during startup. Consequently, the
temperature rising rate decreases by 41%, and the average
methanol consumption rate decreases by 34%. Meanwhile, the
average power increases by 5% even at the lower temperature
rising rate. It may be caused by the low operation concentration
because reducing the methanol concentration within the startup
range can improve the stack performance, as shown in Figure 2.
These results indicate that the improved energy efficiency at low
ΔIset is caused by the reduced average methanol consumption rate
and the increased average power. Therefore, higher energy
efficiency can be achieved by reducing ΔIset within our test scope.

FIGURE 7 | Profiles of the (A) power, (B) temperature, (C) fuel feed rate, and (D) temperature rising rate of the DMFC during startups at various Vset. Cini: 0.3 mol
L−1; Tini: 23°C; ΔIset: 0.5 A.

TABLE 2 | Parameters of DMFC startup at various initial discharge voltages. Cini:
0.3 mol L−1; Tini: 23°C; ΔIset: 0.5 A.

Vset (V cell−1) 0.40 0.45 0.50

Startup time (min) 8.8 9.7 11.6
Average power (W) 19 16 13
Average temperature rising rate (°C min−1) 4.2 4.0 3.4
Average methanol consumption ratea (mol min−1) 0.021 0.020 0.017
Energy efficiencya (%) 8.0 7.0 6.5

aValues of these variables are estimated by the energy balance model based on
experimental data.
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Effect of Vset on Startup Time and Energy Efficiency
Vset is another key parameter to improve the startup process. It
also needs to be limited within a certain range to safely operate the
stack (Slepski et al., 2014). Here, a voltage range of 0.4–0.5 V
cell−1 is chosen to investigate the effect of Vset on startup time and
energy efficiency. The results are shown in Figure 7 and Table 2.

The results show that as Vset decreases, the startup time decreases
and the energy efficiency increases. When Vset decreases from 0.5 V
cell−1 to 0.4 V cell−1, the total feeding amount of methanol changes
slightly (less than 7%, Figure 7C), the average power increases by
54% (Figure 7A), the average temperature rising rate increases by
23% (Figure 7D), and the average methanol consumption rate
increases by 25% (Table 2). The rapid increment of temperature
reduces the time cost of the heat-up stage, which decreases from 6.2
to 4.3 min. In addition, thanks to the similar total feeding amount of
methanol under different Vset, the higher methanol consumption
rate reduces the time cost of the transition stage, which decreases
from5.5 to 4.5 min. Thus, a lowerVset can reduce the startup time by
reducing the time cost of both the heat-up stage and the transition
stage. More luckily, when Vset decreases to 0.4 V cell−1, the startup
time of the SLSC algorithm is shorter than that in the literature
under similar initial conditions, which are 8.8 min (SLSC algorithm
in this paper), 14 min (An et al., 2014), and 25min (Chen, et al.,
2007). On the contrary, focusing on energy efficiency, it can be seen
that the power increases more significantly than the methanol
consumption rate as Vset decreases, which means that reducing
Vset can improve the energy efficiency. Therefore, both a shorter
startup time and a higher energy efficiency can be achieved by
reducing Vset within our test scope.

CONCLUSION

A novel sensor-less startup control (SLSC) algorithm is
proposed to solve the problem of starting a DMFC in
various application scenarios. The SLSC algorithm is

constructed based on the unimodal relationship between
the current and the concentration at a constant cell voltage
during startup. It firstly operates the DMFC at a higher
concentration to heat up quickly and then recovers the
concentration to the normal range at the end of the startup.
Systematic experiments show that the SLSC algorithm is
effective under different initial temperatures and
concentrations and can be easily adjusted to improve the
energy efficiency or startup time. In our experiment, even
under a low initial concentration of 0.3 mol L−1 and
temperature of 23°C, the optimized SLSC algorithm can
start a DMFC within 8.8 min. The adaptability for
various initial conditions and startup goals gives the
SLSC algorithm a wide application prospect in commercial
DMFCs.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1 | Nomenclature.

Symbol Meaning Unit Value

Cini Initial methanol concentration mol L−1

F Faraday constant C mol−1 96,485
I Current A
Imax Peak current A
nIset Difference between Imax and the reference control point A
k1 Control parameter set empirically - 10
k2 Control parameter set empirically - 5
MMeOH Molecular mass of methanol g mol−1 32
ncell Cell number of DMFC stack - 26
Nm Fuel feed rate ml s−1

Nm_max Maximum fuel feed rate mL s−1 0.83
ρMeOH Methanol density g ml−1 0.79
T Temperature °C
Tini Initial temperature °C
Tmid Preset transition temperature from the heat-up stage to the transition stage °C 45
V Voltage V cell−1

Vset Preset initial discharge voltage V cell−1
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